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Canada’s forests
2

9%              
of the world’s 
forests (24% 

of the boreal)

35% 
of Canada is 

forested. About 
90% owned by 

provinces

Sources: National Forest Inventory;
State of Forest Report

Removed
20 Mt CO2e 

in 2016

300 
communities 

reliant on 
forests

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canada’s forest area is 5 times of France’s area, and we only harvest less than 1% of our forests. Many forests remain undeveloped and have limited road access. Most commercial forestry — including harvesting — occurs in the southern portions of the country. Harvesting is only allowed where forest cover is dense and growth rates are high enough to allow the forest to regenerate after harvesting. Forest management in the North is almost entirely for fire-management purposes.Canada has seven major forest regions that reflect dominant biogeoclimatic conditions. This graphic, which was built from satellite imagery, shows dominant tree species across Canada.Among forest regions, the boreal is the largest, occupying 77% of the total forested land.Canada has a tremendous forest resource advantage.Canada has more biomass per capita than almost any other country in the world. Canada’s forest sector is renowned for its efficient supply chains and highly-competitive operations. We have the world's third largest forest cover and as of 2015, Canada had the largest area of third-party-certified forests in the world: 168 million hectares of independently certified forest land (2016).We also have an extremely robust forest innovation system that has produced cutting-edge technologies.=====================CommunitiesProvides jobs, clean water, places for recreation; and supports cultural identity, especially for indigenous communities211,075 direct jobs (includes 9,700 jobs for Indigenous people) + 95,000 indirect jobs; Forest industry is a major source of income for 171 municipalities65% Canadians get water originating in forests70% of Indigenous communities are located in forest areasEnvironmentOur forests also play a key role combatting climate change – global forests remove 1/4 of all emissions from fossil fuel use every year (Removed 26 Mt CO2e in 2015  221 Mt CO2e net emissions 2015)2/3 of Canada’s plants, animals, and microbes are found in forestsWe all need to ensure that Canada’s forests remains healthy so that they can continue to contribute to our social, cultural, environmental and economic security into the future.
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Lumber and pulp remain the foundation of the forest sector, but 
non-traditional forest products are growing in importance
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Sustainable Forest Management
4

Source: www.certificationcanada.org as of Dec 31, 2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governments in Canada do not favour one forest certification system over another, and view the forest certification systems used in Canada as voluntary mechanisms, as tools to demonstrate sustainable forest management and complementary to Canada’s robust forest management systems.Canada has the largest area of certified forest in the world. Canada is home to 37% of the world’s certified forests and 49% of Canadian forests are third party certified (2017).The Forest Products Association of Canada - which is our largest forest industry association - requires as a condition of membership that the lands that their members operate on are certified.A new certification system tailored to biomass – the Sustainable Biomass Partnership – is also now in Canada. The SBP is a certification scheme designed for woody biomass, mostly in the form of wood pellets and wood chips, used in industrial, large-scale energy production. Development of the SBP was sponsored by major European utilities to address the requirements of biomass users that are not covered by the FSC and PEFC systems. To date, SBP has issued 11 certificates in Canada – to producers in New Brunswick, Quebec, Alberta and BC.
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A new business environment 
for the forest sector
• Structural shifts
• Challenges to overcome
• New opportunities

7.3 million tonnes

3. 1 million 
tonnes

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Newsprint Exports

316,850

209,940

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Forest Sector Employment

6% of forest sector 
employees are Indigenous

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, a look at structural shifts over the last 15 years gives us a sense of where we are today…First Decade of 2000s:The “traditional sector” peaks (newsprint/lumber) then takes a hit  decline of newsprint starts, SWL disputeFibre supply impacted by MPBRecession and US housing bubble burstStrong Canadian dollar Recovery Period:Firms consolidated and became more efficientMarket diversification effortExponential growth of exports to ChinaInnovation effortBroadening R&D focus to innovative products & technologies  focus on operational efficiencies + biofuel and bioenergyCommercialization of innovationsNow: NEGATIVES:Paper market peakedGlobalization of markets and companiesVolatile exchange rateIncreasing foreign competition and protectionismFibre shortages (fire, pests)POSTIVES:Financially healthy sectorInvesting in the future: new technologies and high-value productsPurchases of US lumber millsForeign investment in the pulp sectorProviding solutionsTriple play
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The Canadian Forest Service (CFS)

Pacific 
Forestry 
Centre
Victoria

Northern 
Forestry  
centre

Edmonton

Great 
Lakes 

Forestry 
Centre

Sault Ste. 
Marie

National 
Capital 
Region
Ottawa

Atlantic 
Forestry 
Centre
Corner 
Brook

Laurentian 
Forestry 
Centre
Quebec

Atlantic 
Forestry 
Centre

Fredericton

The Dominion Forest service was 
established in 1899 - now part of 

Natural Resources Canada - a 
science-based economic 

department.

Our priorities: science to support 
forest health and sustainability; 

innovation; creating jobs; expanding 
markets; addressing trade disputes.

The CFS is a national network of 
regional centres, built on over a 
century of science, working to 

advance your issues.

Canadian 
Wood 
Fibre 

Centre
(Virtual)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Canadian Forest Service is the federal authority on Canada’s forests and forest sector.The CFS is primarily a science-based organisation, with a strong policy and program presence, working with many partners/stakeholders, both nationally and internationally, to achieve its objectives.The CFS is located in six different facilities at five regional centres across the country. CFS is the only organization in Canada that brings together a critical mass of focussed expertise to carry out broad-scale, long-term and diverse forest science on issues of regional, national and international importance in areas such as climate change, wildland fire, pests, innovation, economic development for Indigenous people and trade and competitiveness.The Canadian Forest Service (CFS) helps support the competitiveness of the forest sector as well as the sustainable management of Canada’s forest to address economic, environmental and social objectives through its science policy advice and its program activities.
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Basic research

Applied R&D

Commercialization

Market 
Development

Solution DeploymentDemonstration

Supporting the forest bioeconomy across the supply chain
from fibre baskets to markets

• Fibre Solutions 
(Canadian Wood Fibre 
Centre)

• Canadian Wildland Fire 
Strategy

• Forest Innovation 
Program
- FPInnovations

• Investments in Forest Industry 
Transformation

• Clean Growth Program
• Strategic Innovation Fund

• Expanding Market 
Opportunities (EMO) Program

• Codes and Standards (lignin, 
cellulose nanocrystals, tall 
wood construction)

• Policy procurement influence 
(Bioplastic challenge)

• Indigenous Forestry Initiative
• Green Construction through 

Wood
• Clean Energy for Remote and 

Rural Communities (Bio-Heat)
• Forest Bioeconomy Framework for 

Canada

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A ten year odysseyKey point: Here’s why you should engage with the bioeconomy – because of its many benefits. Additional background:Reduced demand for fossil fuels and non-renewable materials (e.g., cement, steel);Reduced greenhouse gas emissions (eg. Stored carbon);The consumption of many bioproducts and bioenergies produces lower net GHGs than their conventional, fossil-based alternatives.  For example, forest sector facilities have huge potential to generate a synthetic bio-gas that can be upgraded and transported by natural gas pipelines (internal NRCan replicability analysis – assumes existing gasification technologies are replicated at mills that have the appropriate scale of infrastructure and quantity if inputs – assumes combustion of syngas on the mill sites.)Reduced toxicity and enhanced health implicationsReduce pollution, including marine pollutionDevelopment opportunities for rural areas, including employment;Increased competitiveness: Bioproducts are high-value, fast-growing markets.  FPAC targeting $20 billion in revenues for Canadian companies from new products & markets by 2020.Increased efficiency of fibre use (eg. From sawmills, residues)Opportunity to move up the value chain to generate more value-add from forest productsNew materials and chemicals that diversify from C-H molecules to those with C,H,N and OHelps contribute to the UN SDGs
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Forest bioeconomy: a growing opportunity

Bioeconomy includes economic activities based on living 
systems and the conversion of biomass

• Increases competitiveness, 
efficiency, value-added for forest 
products

• Provides rural development 
opportunities and jobs

• Provides low- or no-waste 
alternatives for non-renewable 
resources, including fossil fuels

• Accelerates Canada’s transition to 
a clean energy future

• Reduces GHG emissions and 
fights climate change

• Can it reconcile tension between 
ecosystem conservation & jobs 
through intensification?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governments have a important role to play in fostering and the nurturing the bioeconomy in their countries. The transition to a low carbon economy means rethinking how we use energy and materials and how we structure our economy.  Governments can make the bioeocnomy happen faster by employing some of the instruments:InfluencePolicy and procurementRegulations and StandardsScience, technology and market accessAt NRCan, we have take action to support the forest bioeconomy across the supply chain at every step of the way from upstream science, because there is no bioeconomy with sustainable biomassTo pre-commercial R&D Commercialization and adoptionAll the way to market development: because there is no bioeconomy without consumers.To help Canada’s forest sector continue to innovate and grow, Budget 2019 proposes to invest up to $251.3 million over three years, starting in 2020–21, to Natural Resources Canada to extend existing innovation and diversification programs. An emphasis will be placed on those programs that have strong track records of success and that leverage private sector investment. We believe these programs could accelerate the contribution of the forest sector to innovation, growth and jobs. This proposed investment would include: Up to $91.8 million over three years for the Forest Innovation Program to support pre-commercial research and development, positioning the Canadian forest sector at the forefront of the emerging bioeconomy.Up to $82.9 million over three years for the Investments in Forest Industry Transformation program, to support the industrial commercialization and adoption of innovative technologies and processes, contributing to clean economic growth and jobs.Up to $64.0 million over three years for the Expanding Market Opportunities Program, to increase and diversify market opportunities for Canadian forest products in offshore markets, and expand wood use in non-residential and mid-rise construction, including within Canada.  Up to $12.6 million over three years for the Indigenous Forestry Initiative, to support forest-based economic development for Indigenous communities across Canada.In close collaboration with industry, we have seen the development and commercialization a number of cutting edge technologies (such as NanoCrystalline Cellulose (NCC), cellulose filaments (CF) and kraft lignin extraction) that are now changing the game for this sector, as well as innovative wood building systems, including those developed by FPInnovations, that are helping to sell our products at home and abroad. We help commercialization of the new products. West Fraser has developed the world’s first commercial process to extract a kraft lignin product used in a multitude of industrial applications. It can be used in a variety of innovative applications such as commercial glues for manufactured wood products, and advanced bioproducts.We promote the use of wood in contrsuctionBC Passive House – BC Passive House developed a prefabricated panelized system allowing speedier and cost effective construction of ultra low-energy use buildings. The passivhaus standard is one of the most efficient design and construction mechanisms to reduce energy consumption in buildings.With support from Industry Forest Innovation, ISC and CanNor, the Teslin Tlingit Council in the Yukon, have built a forest-based bioenergy plant to heat their community. The Teslin Bioenergy project is a great example of a capacity building project supported by NRCan – shaped by a clear community vision and led by community champions.
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Bioeconomy-related Government of Canada initiatives

Clean Tech Platforms

Innovation (& Inclusion)

Greening Government 
Operations

Pan Canadian 
Framework

Clean Fuel Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alignment across all actors, starting with different levels of government, is absolutely necessary to ensure that bio-based businesses produce increasingly performing products and technologies, and to ensure that markets demand these products so we fully realize the benefits from the bioeconomy.This is why NRCan-CFS has been engaging with the provinces and territories, and Canadians through the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers to build a Forest Bioeconomy Framework for Canada in 2017. Engagement activities during 2016/17: received input from >350 stakeholders through facilitated dialogue sessions, targeted outreach, and online.The Framework was adopted in September 2017 and we are currently in the implementation phase along the four core pillars of building strong Communities, establishing the certainty and standards of  biomass supply, improving public perception and demand for bioproducts, and supporting innovation to fulfill that demand cost-effectively and environmentally.The CCFM Forest Bioeconomy Framework outlines a comprehensive vision for how the forest sector will address future challenges and leverage other opportunities, such as climate change mitigation through clean funding initiatives, clean fuel standards, carbon pricing or the greening of government operations.What’s next? In order to build Canada’s Forest Bioeconomy, we need to keep our “foot on the gas”:Enabling Environment – policies that support the development of the bioeconomy (e.g. A Forest Bioeconomy Framework, Changing Building Codes, Clean Fuel Standard, plastics policy, bioeconomy strategy, etc.)New Partnerships - the bioeconomy will mean striking partnerships with non-forest sector partners (e.g. Celluforce and Shlumberger)Value Co-creation – creating projects that provide multiple values (e.g. bioenergy with rural development opportunities and GHG mitigation benefits, biorefineries co-located with secondary chemical producers, etc.)Grow consumer demand – increase consumer awareness (e.g. Tall wood construction – educating construction and design industry ), expand new market opportunitiesMitigate risk of bioeconomy investments – through government policies or programs (e.g. IFIT, EDC, BDC, etc.), investments in standards, etc.To help Canada’s forest sector continue to innovate and grow, Budget 2019 proposes to invest up to $251.3 million over three years, starting in 2020–21, to Natural Resources Canada to extend existing innovation and diversification programs. An emphasis will be placed on those programs that have strong track records of success and that leverage private sector investment. This proposed investment would include: Up to $91.8 million over three years for the Forest Innovation Program to support pre-commercial research and development, positioning the Canadian forest sector at the forefront of the emerging bioeconomy.Up to $82.9 million over three years for the Investments in Forest Industry Transformation program, to support the industrial commercialization and adoption of innovative technologies and processes, contributing to clean economic growth and jobs.Up to $64.0 million over three years for the Expanding Market Opportunities Program, to increase and diversify market opportunities for Canadian forest products in offshore markets, and expand wood use in non-residential and mid-rise construction, including within Canada.  Up to $12.6 million over three years for the Indigenous Forestry Initiative, to support forest-based economic development for Indigenous communities across Canada.
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Accelerating bioeconomy deployment internationally

Flexible multilateral mechanism where global 
partners act on common thematic challenges in 
research and innovation, and policy alignment 

related to the bioeconomy.

10

Second Plenary May 27 & 28, 2019 Vancouver

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IBF is currently made up of eight member countries – European Commission, Argentina, Canada, China, India, New Zealand, South Africa, and the United States.There are also observer members – South Korea, Australia, FAO, BIOEAST Intiative, and SCAR.Canada is currently the co-chair of the IBF with the European Commission and will host the second plenary meeting in May, 2019 in Vancouver.The majority of the work of the IBF is done through ad hoc working groups.  There are five working groups under the IBF – microbiome, plant health, ICT precision food systems, bioeconomy indicators, and the forest bioeconomy, which Canada co-chairs with New Zealand.
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Early Results
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Results to date

Brock Commons UBC, Vancouver

• Mature innovation ecosystem
• R&D of new products and new technologies, 

nanocellulose research cluster

• Commercializing innovative products and systems, 
and development of standards (ISO, CSA) for new 
bioproducts

• Growth of low-carbon construction
• tall wood buildings, low-rise residential and non 

residential, revisions to the National Building Code 
(2020), and infrastructure (bridges)

• Growth in biomass use 
• transition to low-carbon fuel, forest biomass to 

reduce reliance on diesel, Clean Fuel Standard 
regulations

• Growing Indigenous participation in forest sector

12Nanocrystalline Cellulose

West Fraser kraft lignin recovery

Upper Skeena Recreation 
Centre- Heated with biomass

Yunesit’in Forest to Frame project             

BC passive house

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We help commercialization of the new products. West Fraser has developed the world’s first commercial process to extract a kraft lignin product used in a multitude of industrial applications. It can be used in a variety of innovative applications such as commercial glues for manufactured wood products, and advanced bioproducts.Through our Green Construction through Wood program the CFS is helping to drive a wave of innovation in building across the country. Whether it is Tall Wood, like the Brock Commons here in Vancouver and Origine in Quebec, low-rise non-residential, innovative wood bridges, the Advanced Education Roadmap to train the next generation of engineers, architects and specifiers in working with wood, driving the 2020 National Building Code of Canada to 12 story wood towers, the CFS is helping level the playing field between traditional building materials and the low-carbon options provided by wood. We deeply value our partnership with the Canadian Wood Council and WoodWorks! in this work: together we are building off our traditional Canadian strengths, and literally taking them to the next level.The BioHeat stream of the Clean Energy for Rural and Remote Communities program helps communities reduce reliance on diesel using biomass heat.
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What is next?
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Canada will be a global leader in the 
use of sustainable forest biomass as 
part of the transition to a low carbon 

economy.
CCFM Forest Bioeconomy Framework for Canada (2017)

Communities Supply Demand Innovation

A federal, provincial, and territorial commitment
- Forest Bioeconomy Framework for Canada

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The full potential of forests (and especially forest bioeconomy) is not yet fully utilized. How can we make sure that bioeconomy will deliver on its promises? For that, we need an enabling environment where •	science and R&D provide the right kind of information, •	that information  is used and translated by the private sector •	into market ready solutions, A process that can be further accelerated by program and policy support. Alignment across all actors, starting with different levels of government, is absolutely necessary to ensure that bio-based businesses produce increasingly performing products and technologies, and to ensure that markets demand these products so we fully realize the benefits from the bioeconomy.This is why NRCan-CFS has been engaging with the provinces and territories, and Canadians through the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers to build a Forest Bioeconomy Framework for Canada in 2017. The Framework was recently adopted and the implementation phase now begins along the four core pillars of building strong Communities, establishing the certainty and standards of biomass supply, improving public perception and demand for bioproducts, and supporting innovation to fulfill that demand cost-effectively and environmentally.========================================Emerging bioeconomy:This past year, the CCFM took unprecedented action in terms of our outreach and engagement across the country. Over 350 stakeholders helped develop this Framework through sessions held in Montreal, Vancouver, Moncton, other smaller regional communities, extensive bilateral dialogues, and online. Today, wood fibre is being used in ways that would have been unimaginable just a few decades ago: strengthening composite car parts, making vehicles lighter, reducing emissions and replacing plastics and chemicals made from fossil fuels.  The bioeconomy offers a tremendous opportunity to create more jobs, engage with Indigenous communities, forge new partnerships, develop new supply chains and build a new industry.- These competitive advantages allows Canada the opportunity to be a global leader in using sustainable, renewable forest biomass. The CCFM Forest Bioeconomy Framework outlines a comprehensive vision for how the forest sector will address future challenges and leverage current opportunities, such as climate change mitigation and clean innovation. This vision is bold, but achievable.Outlines a bold new vision and a comprehensive approach……to accelerate the shift towards low carbon, sustainable economy……propelling the forest industry into renewed era of transformationwww.ccfm.org
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Full potential 
of forest 

bioeconomy 
not yet realized

Developing 
economic 

metrics

Complex GHG accounting to 
measure bioproducts and 

bioenergy benefits

Regulatory and policy environment

Complex 
biomass 
supply 
chains

Changing 
business 
models

Progressing along the 
innovation chain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of economic metricsNo recent or comprehensive data; therefore, it is difficult to measure impacts (e.g., environmental impacts, policy impacts)Challenges progressing along the innovation chainThe technology has yet to matureThere is limited capital and ability to scale upComplex biomass supply chainsMultiple sources of biomass (forestry, agriculture, marine, municipal waste) and there is no complete inventory of all the available biomass.Due to gaps in data, there are still questions around the sustainability of using the biomass, as well as the impact of increased bioeconomy activities to existing supply chainsChanging business modelsThe bioeconomy requires expertise and research in multiple, cross-cutting areasCompanies must shift from commodity orientation to market orientationChallenging regulatory and policy environmentCanada still lacks a federal bioeconomy strategy, which hinders the sharing of information and collaboration between departments, as well as hinders our nations ability to represent our bioeconomy internationallyThere is a complex approval processes (multiple regulatory bodies), and gaps in standards and regulationsComplex GHG accounting to measure bioproducts and bioenergy benefitsMore work is needed in this area, especially with the new legislation like the Clean Fuel Standard
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Positioning For 2030 and beyond: 
Investing In The Forest Sector Of The Future

16
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John Kozij
Director General
Canadian Forest Service
Natural Resources Canada
john.kozij@canada.ca

Thank you!
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Forest products in the bioeconomy value chain
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